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1 Introduction

This document describes SRU access to OCLC PICA databases in the Netherlands. It can be used to configure software containing a SRU 1.1 client for these databases.

Developers attempting to implement a SRU client themselves are advised to contact OCLC PICA.

2 General Information

2.1 System name

system name : SRU
address : http://www.picarta.nl/sru/version=1.1
Specific databases can be selected by using the DB=x.x parameter, where x.x is the database number, as listed in this document.

2.2 Contact Information

name : Servicedesk OCLC PICA
e-mail : servicedesk@oclcpica.nl
phone : +31 71 52 46 600
fax : +31 71 52 23 119

Picarta customers can enter calls in Topdesk.

2.3 Available Databases (General Description)

NCC-IBL Dutch Union Catalogue (Nederlandse Centrale Catalogus)
OLC Online Contents
PICARTA Picarta
OLC-NL Online Contents Netherlands
HINT History in Titles
BNTL Bibliography of Dutch Language and Literature
LIDIA LIDIA Online
CBK Central Database of Children’s Books
CAA Catalogue Audio Visual Archive – NAA Amsterdam
RGN Repertory of the History of The Netherlands
LM Letterkundig Museum Collection
ODB Dutch Education Database (Onderwijsdatabank)
SWL Social Sciences Bibliographic Database
GLIN Grey Literature In the Netherlands
2.4 Access Control and User Fee

User id/password or IP range registration is required for most databases. A user fee is applicable.

2.5 Days and Hours of System Availability

Mon: 0:00-17:00 and 20:00-24:00
Tue-Sat: 0:00-24:00
Sun: 0:00-24:00

2.6 SRU Standard Documentation

http://www.loc.gov/standards/sru
3 Service Information

3.1 Implementation
This SRU implementation is based on SRU version 1.1. For a limited period a version 1.0 implementation is supported also.

3.1.1 Explain
For reasons of backward compatibility, the base URL does not return a valid SRU 1.1 explain document, but http://www.picarta.nl/sru/version=1.1&operation=explain and http://www.picarta.nl/sru/version=1.1 do.

3.1.2 SearchRetrieve
This implementation supports CQL level 2. It also accepts a lot of other queries, which might not be valid CQL. The design philosophy here is that if a user thinks it is a reasonable query we will try to return a result.
Supported output formats are: Dublin core, Unimarc, Marc 21 and Pica. For Unimarc and Pica a short title format is also provided.

3.1.3 Authentication
The Picarta SRU server requires authentication for most databases. There are several options to implement this.

**IP-range**
The OCLC PICA system administrator can enter IP-ranges which will automatically log in sessions from those IP-ranges as a specified user.

**Username Password combination**
To initiate a session the client needs to provide a “username” and a “password” as part of the URL. There are two alternative formats.
The simple format:
http://picarta.pica.nl/sru/?version=1.1&username=xxxx&password=yyyy

And a SRU 1.1 compliant format:
http://picarta.pica.nl/sru/username=xxxx/password=yyyy/?version=1.1

**Authentication token**
In order to speed up processing of authentication the parameter x-info-2-auth1.0-authenticationToken is recommended. This will result in better response times and lower server load.

After initial authentication the server provides a session token, which can be used to avoid sending username and password with every request. The SRU server sends the session id to the client in the field rob:authenticationToken.
After a query the system will return a "rob:authenticationToken" in the "srw:extraResponseData".

```xml
<srw:extraResponseData>
  <rob:authenticationToken xmlns:rob="info:srw/extension/2/auth-1.0">
    U23661,Kxxxxx,D2.41,Efd928804941,115,C1999+++++,B1999+++++,SY,
    A%5C9008+1,,2,,3,,4,,5,,6,,7,,8,,9,,A,,B,,D,,E,,G,,I,,X,,a,,b,,c,,H1-2,,
    12-23,,27-33,,35-38,,40-48,,51-53,,66-67,,71-90,
    NPICARTA+TEST+USER,R192.87.44.83,FN
  </rob:authenticationToken>
</srw:extraResponseData>
```

In subsequent requests the client can send an "x-info-2-auth1.0-authenticationToken" as part of the URL.

```
x-info-2-auth1.0-authenticationToken=U23661,Kxxxxx,D2.41,
Efd928804941,115,C1999+++++,B1999+++++,SY,A%5C9008+i
,2,,3,,4,,5,,6,,7,,8,,9,,A,,B,,D,,E,,G,,I,,X,,a,,b,,c,,H1-2,,
12-23,,27-33,,35-38,,40-48,,51-53,,66-67,,71-90,NPICARTA+TEST+USER,R192.87.44.83,FN
```

### 3.2 Databases

#### 3.2.1 NCC-IBL

**Name to be supplied in Service Request:** NCC-IBL

**Description:**

The Dutch Central Catalogue (NCC) contains bibliographic references and the locations of approximately 14 million books and almost 500,000 periodicals in more than 400 libraries in The Netherlands. The database is updated directly and continuously.

**User-fee:** Y

**Number of records in DB:** 18,000,000

**Database number:** DB=2.4

#### 3.2.2 Online Contents

**Name to be supplied in Service Request:** OLC

**Description:**

Online Contents contains references to millions of journal articles. It is produced on the basis of the tables of contents of each separate issue of over 12,000 current periodicals. If authorised you may access Online Contents directly. Per journal title the tables of a separate issue may be inspected. Moreover the menu-driven system will permit you to
search apart from the original tables of content. Selections can be made by authors names, title words, subject codes, etc. A OLC-subset is available for demonstration purposes.

The article references (2,000,000 annually) are linked with the periodicals in which they appeared. For each journal it is registered which of 400 Dutch libraries have copies in their collections. Requests for copies of journal articles will be automatically sent to libraries which can supply them.

Users with an IBL-account may order copies of articles directly. Article copies may be sent to their home- or work address. Online Contents offers possibilities for Selective Dissemination of Information SDI. Through this SDI-service, tables of contents of personally indicated journals are sent to the user's e-mail address, immediately after they are added to the database. Updating is on a daily basis.

Online Contents gives access to titles of individual journal articles. More information about the characteristics of the database is available.

For direct access to information about books and periodicals, and how to get them: see Union Catalogue.

### User-fee:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User-fee:</th>
<th>Y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of records in DB:</th>
<th>13.000.000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database number:</th>
<th>DB=1.22</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### 3.2.3 Picarta

**Name to be supplied in Service Request:** PICARTA

**Description:**

PiCarta is a service of OCLC PICA. PiCarta offers finding and requesting high quality information in a number of integrated databases. The requests will be delivered by Dutch libraries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User-fee:</th>
<th>Y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database number:</th>
<th>DB=2.41</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### 3.2.4 Online Contents NL

**Name to be supplied in Service Request:** OLC-NL

**Description:**

The Online Contents - Periodicals in Dutch database contains the tables of contents of more than 1,100 periodicals in the Dutch language from the complete Online Contents database.
that consists of more than 15,000 periodicals in all fields of science. This database contains beside scientific also general, non specialist and popular periodicals. Dutch libraries currently have a subscription to these periodicals.

User-fee: Y

Number of records in DB: 821,000

Database number: DB=2.6

3.2.5 History in Titles (HinT)

Name to be supplied in Service Request: HINT

Description:

HinT is a bibliographical database of publications about Western European history from ca. 1500 up to the present. The database contains titles on political, social, economic and cultural history. HinT also contains titles concerning the philosophy and theory of history, and historiography.

HinT includes monographs, collections of articles, and journal articles, published since 1984 in Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, and Spanish.

User-fee: Y

Number of records in DB: 82,000

Database number: DB=3.30

3.2.6 Bibliography of Dutch Language and Literature (BNTL)

Name to be supplied in Service Request: BNTL

Description:

The Bibliography of Dutch Language and Literature contains references to books and periodicals’ articles, and offline electronic material on Dutch, Flemish and Friesian linguistics and literature. Also A start is made with the online disclosure of electronic material. Beside Dutch and Flemish publications, also publications in other languages are included. Subject headings and systematic codes are added to the references.

User-fee: Y

Number of records in DB: 303,000
3.2.7 LIDIA Online

Name to be supplied in Service Request: LIDIA

Description:
The LIDIA-online database contains more than 230,000 references to books that have been offered starting in 1978 to public libraries to build their collections. To all references information on supply, subject headings, SISO-codes, group- and genre indications are added.

User-fee: Y

Number of records in DB: 548,000

Database number: DB=3.26

3.2.8 Central Database of Children's Books (CBK)

Name to be supplied in Service Request: CBK

Description:
The Central Database of Childrens' Books CBK (Centraal Bestand Kinderboeken) contains more than 100,000 references to childrens' books, periodicals and audio-visual material in the Dutch language that can be obtained from the following collections:
Royal Library
Municipal Library, Rotterdam
Public Library, Amsterdam
Public Library Service, The Hague
Municipal Library, Deventer
Municipal Library, Haarlem
Municipal Library, Arnhem
Stichting Kinderboek Cultuurseitz

The Letterkundig Museum has no collection, but is responsible for the addition of classification and subject headings to the references to children's books, magazines and audio-visual media from the collection of the Royal Library. The database is updated regularly.
User-fee: Y

Number of records in DB: 190,000

Database number: DB=3.34

3.2.9 Catalogue Audio Visual Archive – NAA Amsterdam

Name to be supplied in Service Request: CAA

Description:
The Dutch Audio-visual Archive CAA is in charge of an important archive of moving pictures and sound recordings. This Catalogue Audio-visual Archive contains the bibliographic data of the former Film & Science Foundation (taken over in 1997 in the NAA). This part of the NAA-archive consists of political propaganda, union and corporate films, scientific and educational films, documentary radio programmes and other audio-visual productions in the field of social history. Each reference contains an abstract of the contents and thesaurus headings.

User-fee: Y

Number of records in DB: 38,000

Database number: DB=3.35

3.2.10 Repertory of the History of The Netherlands

Name to be supplied in Service Request: RGN

Description:
RGN (Repertorium Geschiedenis Nederland) contains
-the history of The Netherlands, the former Dutch colonies and the present-day Dutch territories overseas.
-160.000 titles of Dutch and foreign publications that appeared during the period 1975 - the present day. Approximately 350 journals are being examined.

User-fee: Y

Number of records in DB: 197,000

Database number: DB=3.46
3.2.11 Letterkundig Museum Collection

Name to be supplied in Service Request: LM

Description:
This database contains the catalogues of the following collections of the Letterkundig Museum:
- Letters (by, to and about mainly Dutch-speaking authors, artists and literary corporations, such as periodicals, publishers, etc.).
- Manuscripts and other archival matter (proofs, personal documents, advertising matter, etc., by Dutch-speaking authors).
- Illustrative material (photographs, drawn and painted portraits, book illustrations, posters, illustrated broadside poems, etc., by Dutch-speaking authors and illustrators).
- Audiovisual material (films, videos, audio tapes, gramophone records, CDs, etc., by and about Dutch-speaking authors).
- LM Special library (Adults) (descriptions of secondary material on Dutch literature held by the museum; descriptions of both professional journals and literary periodicals).
- LM Special library (Youth) (descriptions of secondary publications in the field of all aspects of Dutch and foreign juvenile literature held by the museum: authors, illustrators, themes, reading habits, book promotion, etc.. This collection has descriptions of separate publications (and parts of them) as well as of articles from periodicals and audiovisual material).

User-fee: Y

Number of records in DB: 237,000

Database number: DB=3.47

3.2.12 Dutch Education Database

Name to be supplied in Service Request: ODB

Description:
The Dutch Education Database OWD (Onderwijs Databank) has been closed on 1. January 2002, but is still available for consultation. The database contains information on books and journal articles in the field of educational research, curriculum development and test development in the Netherlands.
The books, research reports and journal articles in the database (circa 32.000) are (scientific) publications about a wide range of educational publications about a wide range of educational subjects. They cover all educational sectors: preschool projects for a better start in primary school; both the junior and the senior department of primary education; general, junior and senior secondary education; vocational training and adult education; and tertiary or higher education and universities.
To the bibliographic descriptions of the publications an indication of the subject matter of the literature has been added, in two ways: by means of keywords and by means of short
summaries (excerpts or abstracts). Both keywords and abstracts are written in the Dutch language.
The Dutch Education database is being produced by NIWI in co-operation with CITO (the National Institute for Educational Measurement) and SLO (the National Institute for Curriculum Development). The publications described in the database can mostly be found in one of these three institutes; which one to choose is indicated in the text. The database contains titles from 1980 to 2002. There are a few titles from the period about 1970-1979.

User-fee: Y
Number of records in DB: 39,000
Database number: DB=3.6

3.2.13 Social Sciences Bibliographic Database (SWL)

Name to be supplied in Service Request: SWL
Description:
The Social Sciences Bibliographic Database SWL (Sociaal Wetenschappelijke Literatuur-Databank) has been closed on 1. January 2002, but is still available for consultation. The database contains bibliographic information on Dutch publications of scientific institutions, research agencies, governmental and administrative bodies etc. Included are research reports, theses and speeches, articles from journals and book reviews in the field of social sciences.
On January 2002, the database contains over 227,000 bibliographic references: approximately 175,000 articles, 52,000 research reports and academic publications. To the references subject headings and systematic codes are added. The period 1978 up till 2002 is catalogued. Retrospective cataloguing is done for the periods 1974-1978 (journal articles) and 1965-1980 (research reports).

User-fee: Y
Number of records in DB: 276,000
Database number: DB=3.22

3.2.14 Grey Literature in the Netherlands (GLIN)

Name to be supplied in Service Request: GLIN
Description:
GLIN (Grijze Literatuur in Nederland) contains titles of publications of governmental and other public institutions, of universities and other scientific institutions and of theses, published in The Netherlands since 1982.
Subject headings are added to the references. The bibliographic information is provided and maintained by the Dutch national bibliography in the Royal Library in The Hague. The period covered by the database is from 1982 until the present day. On January 1st, 1996, GLIN contained approximately 105,000 references. The database is updated every week.

**User-fee:** Y

**Number of records in DB:** 269,000

**Database number:** DB=3.2

### 3.2.15 Catalogus Epistularum Neerlandicarum (CEN)

**Name to be supplied in Service Request:** CEN

**Description:**
CEN is a database of letters in the collections of the university libraries in Amsterdam (UvA, VU), Leiden, Groningen and Utrecht, the Royal Library in The Hague, of the Meermanno-Westreenianum Museum and of the Nederlands Letterkundig Museum en Documentatiecentrum in The Hague, of the Provincial Library Friesland in Leeuwarden and of the Stads- of Athenaeumbibliotheek in Deventer.
CEN contains references to letters dating from 1600 until the present day. CEN contains more than 265,000 references and abstracts of a total of approximately 1,000,000 letters. The database is updated regularly.

**User-fee:** Y

**Number of records in DB:** 307,000

**Database number:** DB=3.23

### 3.2.16 ICODO (National Institute for Victims of War)

**Name to be supplied in Service Request:** ICODO

**Description:**
The ‘Consequences of War’ Database contains the bibliographical data of about 15,000 books and articles on the psychosocial consequences of war and violence. This database is the result of the cooperation between the Foundation ICODO (National Institute for Victims of War) and the Centre for Research of the Dutch Veterans Institute. In general most books and articles are on the Second World War (in Europe and the Former Dutch East Indies), but also on more recent wars, the refugee issue and the deployment of soldiers in peace missions.
Special attention is given to literature on the diagnosis and treatment of traumatic experiences and PTSD (PostTraumatic Stress Disorder). Emphasis is laid on the personal experiences of victims of war and violence (e.g. refugees, relief workers and soldiers), for example in the form of personal documents.

User-fee: Y

Number of records in DB: 25,000

Database number: DB=3.1

3.2.17 Netherlands Documentation Centre for Legal History (NCRD)

Name to be supplied in Service Request: NCRD

Description:
The Netherlands Documentation Centre for Legal History and Legal Iconography NCRD (Nederlands Centrum voor Rechtshistorische Documentatie en Rechtsiconografie) offers information and documentation on legal history of The Netherlands. The institute is in charge of a database containing references to publications and images on the following subjects:

-Old Dutch law: all varieties of law that originated on currently Dutch territory, starting from Roman-German times until about 1940
-Roman law, canon law and other European law - insofar they have influenced the development of Dutch law
-Surinam, Antillian, South African and Indonesian law (and other colonial law) - insofar they were influenced by the Old Dutch law.

The database falls into two collections, that can be browsed both separately and as a whole. At the moment, the bibliographic collection contains more than 55,000 references to books and articles from compilations and journals. Beside bibliographical data, the references contain additional information such as subject headings, geographical details, personal names and comments. In some cases a short summary is available. The iconographic collection contains the references to approximately 15,000 images. These images all bear a relation to Dutch law history, but they also form an important cultural-historical source of information.

User-fee: Y

Number of records in DB: 76,000

Database number: DB=3.5
3.2.18 Short Title Catalogue Netherlands (STCN)

Name to be supplied in Service Request: STCN

Description:
The Short Title Catalogue Netherlands is the Dutch retrospective bibliography for the period 1540-1800. The STCN-database will eventually contain bibliographical descriptions of all books published in the Netherlands between those dates, and of all books in Dutch published abroad. The entire collection up to 1700 of the KB, the University Libraries of Amsterdam, Leiden and Utrecht and the Hague Municipal Archive are available, as well as the collection 1622-1700 of the British Library. Work on the 18th-century collections of the KB, the University Library of Utrecht and the Hague Municipal Archive, the collection before 1622 of the British Library and the Elsevier-collection of University College London Library is in progress. Apart from these descriptions, the database also contains brief descriptions of Dutch incunabula and post-incunabula. The size of the file is now c. 110,000 titles.

User-fee: Y

Number of records in DB: 157,000

Database number: DB=3.11

3.2.19 Icunabula Short Title Catalogue (ISTC)

Name to be supplied in Service Request: ISTC

Description:
ISTC is a database produced by the British Library of titles of 15th century books in typeset. The incunables in the British Library and a large number of other libraries in the UK as well as the central catalogues of incunables in the US, Italy, Belgium and The Netherlands are currently included in ISTC. The addition of pieces from Germany and France, but also the rest of the world, is in a far stadium. The titles of all incunables printed in The Netherlands (i.e. The Netherlands and Belgium) are considered the most complete. ISTC covers the period from 1455 - 1500. The database contains approximately 30,000 titles. New information is added weekly.

User-fee: Y

Number of records in DB: 28,000

Database number: DB=3.29

3.2.20 Audio Visual Media (AVM)

Name to be supplied in Service Request: AVM
Description:
This database contains references to more than 40,000 titles and contents of general and educational audio-visual programmes available in The Netherlands. The database is built by the in CAWO joint producers of audiovisual material, by a number of other Pica-participants (WSF-libraries, national library centre LBC, MEMO, VIDU and the Film and Science foundation). Besides, data are added centrally in Nijmegen (a.o. Shell and University of Louvain, Belgium).

User-fee: Y
Number of records in DB: 89,000
Database number: DB=3.3

3.2.21 Online Contents General

Name to be supplied in Service Request: OLC-AG

Description:
The complete Online Contents database of almost 15,000 periodicals in all fields of science is subdivided into a number of subject-oriented databases. Online Contents General contains the tables of contents and references to articles from approximately 600 periodicals. The database was started in September 1992 and is updated daily. The annual increase amounts to more than 2 million references. Basis for Online Contents are the tables of contents of the separate issues. This information is provided daily by Swets & Zeitlinger and the Public Library of Tilburg. Swets Blackwell holds the copyright to Swetscan. The OB Tilburg has started adding the tables of content of popular Dutch magazines to OLC - Periodicals in Dutch - starting in the summer of 1999.

User-fee: Y
Database number: DB=2.11

3.2.22 Online Contents Biomedical Sciences

Name to be supplied in Service Request: OLC-BS

Description:
The complete Online Contents database of almost 15,000 periodicals in all fields of science is subdivided into a number of subject-oriented databases. Online Contents Biomedical Sciences contains the tables of contents and references to articles from approximately 4,500 periodicals.
The database was started in September 1992 and is updated daily. The annual increase amounts to more than 2 million references. Basis for Online Contents are the tables of contents of the separate issues. This information is provided daily by Swets & Zeitlinger and the Public Library of Tilburg. Swets Blackwell holds the copyright to Swetscan. The OB Tilburg has started adding the tables of content of popular Dutch magazines to OLC - Periodicals in Dutch - starting in the summer of 1999.

User-fee: Y
Database number: DB=2.14

3.2.23 Online Contents Economics & Management

Name to be supplied in Service Request: OLC-EM

Description:
The complete Online Contents database of almost 15,000 periodicals in all fields of science is subdivided into a number of subject-oriented databases. Online Contents Economics & Management contains the tables of contents and references to articles from approximately 1,000 periodicals. The database was started in September 1992 and is updated daily. The annual increase amounts to more than 2 million references. Basis for Online Contents are the tables of contents of the separate issues. This information is provided daily by Swets & Zeitlinger and the Public Library of Tilburg. Swets Blackwell holds the copyright to Swetscan. The OB Tilburg has started adding the tables of content of popular Dutch magazines to OLC - Periodicals in Dutch - starting in the summer of 1999.

User-fee: Y
Database number: DB=2.17

3.2.24 Online Contents Exact Science

Name to be supplied in Service Request: OLC-ES

Description:
The complete Online Contents database of almost 15,000 periodicals in all fields of science is subdivided into a number of subject-oriented databases. Online Contents Exact Sciences contains the tables of contents and references to articles from approximately 1,800 periodicals. The database was started in September 1992 and is updated daily. The annual increase amounts to more than 2 million references. Basis for Online Contents are the tables of contents of the separate issues. This information is provided daily by Swets & Zeitlinger and the Public Library of Tilburg. Swets Blackwell holds the copyright to Swetscan. The OB
Tilburg has started adding the tables of content of popular Dutch magazines to OLC - Periodicals in Dutch - starting in the summer of 1999.

User-fee: Y

Database number: DB=2.13

3.2.25 Online Contents Humaniora

Name to be supplied in Service Request: OLC-HUM

Description:
The complete Online Contents database of almost 15,000 periodicals in all fields of science is subdivided into a number of subject-oriented databases. Online Contents Humanities contains the tables of contents and references to articles from approximately 1,500 periodicals. The database was started in September 1992 and is updated daily. The annual increase amounts to more than 2 million references. Basis for Online Contents are the tables of contents of the separate issues. This information is provided daily by Swets & Zeitlinger and the Public Library of Tilburg. Swets Blackwell holds the copyright to Swetscan. The OB Tilburg has started adding the tables of content of popular Dutch magazines to OLC - Periodicals in Dutch - starting in the summer of 1999.

User-fee: Y

Database number: DB=2.12

3.2.26 Online Contents Law, Government and Politics

Name to be supplied in Service Request: OLC-LGP

Description:
The complete Online Contents database of almost 15,000 periodicals in all fields of science is subdivided into a number of subject-oriented databases. Online Contents Humanities contains the tables of contents and references to articles from approximately 1,500 periodicals. The database was started in September 1992 and is updated daily. The annual increase amounts to more than 2 million references. Basis for Online Contents are the tables of contents of the separate issues. This information is provided daily by Swets & Zeitlinger and the Public Library of Tilburg. Swets Blackwell holds the copyright to Swetscan. The OB Tilburg has started adding the tables of content of popular Dutch magazines to OLC - Periodicals in Dutch - starting in the summer of 1999.
3.2.27 Online Contents Social Science

Name to be supplied in Service Request: OLC-SS

Description:
The complete Online Contents database of almost 15,000 periodicals in all fields of science is subdivided into a number of subject-oriented databases. Online Contents Social Sciences contains the tables of contents and references to articles from approximately 1,100 periodicals. The database was started in September 1992 and is updated daily. The annual increase amounts to more than 2 million references. Basis for Online Contents are the tables of contents of the separate issues. This information is provided daily by Swets & Zeitlinger and the Public Library of Tilburg. Swets Blackwell holds the copyright to Swetscan. The OB Tilburg has started adding the tables of content of popular Dutch magazines to OLC - Periodicals in Dutch - starting in the summer of 1999.

User-fee: Y
Database number: DB=2.18

3.2.28 Online Contents Applied Science

Name to be supplied in Service Request: OLC-AS

Description:
The complete Online Contents database of almost 15,000 periodicals in all fields of science is subdivided into a number of subject-oriented databases. Online Contents Applied Sciences contains the tables of contents and references to articles from approximately 2,500 periodicals. The database was started in September 1992 and is updated daily. The annual increase amounts to more than 2 million references. Basis for Online Contents are the tables of contents of the separate issues. This information is provided daily by Swets & Zeitlinger and the Public Library of Tilburg. Swets Blackwell holds the copyright to Swetscan. The OB Tilburg has started adding the tables of content of popular Dutch magazines to OLC - Periodicals in Dutch - starting in the summer of 1999.

User-fee: Y
Database number: DB=2.15
3.2.29 RotterdamNet

Name to be supplied in Service Request: RDAMNET

Description:
This is the regional catalogue of RotterdamNet. RotterdamNet is the joint effort of the following libraries in Rotterdam:
- Municipal Library Rotterdam
- Library Erasmus University Rotterdam
- Library School for Economic Studies HES
- Rotterdamsch Leeskabinet
- Library Naval Museum 'Prins Hendrik'

At the moment, the libraries within RotterdamNet offer access to about 2.5 million books and tens of thousands periodicals.

The collections of the RotterdamNet libraries can be browsed free of charge on the spot. In order to borrow publications, membership of the library concerned is required. The collections of the libraries of HES and the 'Prins Hendrik' Museum can only be browsed on the spot.

The collections of the HES and of the Rotterdamsch Leeskabinet are not mentioned separately in RotterdamNet, they appear under the heading of the Erasmus University. If necessary, you will be referred to the proper locations.

User-fee: Y

Database number: DB=2.31

3.2.30 AdamNet

Name to be supplied in Service Request: ADAMNET

Description:
AdamNet is the regional, joint catalogue of university, scientific, special and public libraries in Amsterdam.

In AdamNet, the collections of the following libraries are included in the Amsterdam Central Catalogue ACC:
- Amsterdam Polytechnic
- Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences
- Amsterdam Public Library
- University of Amsterdam
- Free University, Amsterdam
- Municipal Archive Amsterdam

The AdamNet libraries together own 7 million books and 100,000 periodicals. All AdamNet libraries are open to the public free of charge. Information on AdamNet libraries and brochures can be obtained from the information desk. Not all documents in Amsterdam have already been included in the regional catalogue. So please, also search the catalogues of the separate libraries in AdamNet.
User-fee: Y
Database number: DB=2.5

3.2.31 HofNet

Name to be supplied in Service Request: HOFNET

Description:
HofNet is the network of the catalogues of libraires in The Hague. Within this regional catalogue, approximately 1.5 million references to books and periodicals from the automated databases of the following libraries can be found:
- Public Library The Hague
- The Hague Polytechnic
- Royal Library

User-fee: Y
Database number: DB=2.8

3.2.32 IJsselNet

Name to be supplied in Service Request: IJSSELNET

Description:
This is the regional catalogue of IJsselNet. Within IJsselNet the following libraries cooperate:
- Provincial Library Overijssel, Zwolle
- Overijssel Library Service, Nijverdal
- Stads- of Athenaeum Library, Deventer
- Library Rijkshogeschool IJsseland, Deventer

User-fee: Y
Database number: DB=2.10

3.2.33 NoordNet

Name to be supplied in Service Request: NOORDNET

Description:
This is the regional catalogue of NOORDnet. In NOORDnet the following libraries cooperate:
- Library of the University of Groningen
- Public Library Groningen
-Libraries joined in the Provincial Library Centre Groningen  
-Provincial Library Friesland in Leeuwarden  
-Library of the Hanzehogeschool, Hogeschool Groningen
The NOORDnet collection consists of approximately 3.5 million books and tens of thousands periodicals.

**User-fee:**  Y  
**Database number:**  DB=2.30

### 3.2.34 Regional Catalogue Limburg (RCL)

**Name to be supplied in Service Request:**  RCL

**Description:**  
This is the Regional Catalogue Limburg. The Regional Catalogue Limburg, RCL in short, contains the bibliographic references to the collections of institutions for higher education in the Dutch province Limburg. Besides, a number of other Limburg organizations has added their collections to the RCL. All in all, via the RCL the catalogues of 28 libraries related to the following institutions can be browsed:  
-University Maastricht  
-Hogeschool Zuyd  
-Centre Céramique, Municipal Library Maastricht  
-Social Historical Centre Limburg  
-Fontys Hogescholen in Sittard (Polytechnic)  
-Fontys Hogescholen Roermond (Polytechnic)  
-Fontys Hogescholen Venlo (Polytechnic)  
-iRv, Kenniscentrum voor revalidatie en handicap

**User-fee:**  Y  
**Database number:**  DB=2.33

### 3.2.35 British Nursing Index (BNI) for Articles

**Name to be supplied in Service Request:**  BNI

**Description:**  
The BNI database is an extensive UK nursing and midwifery index. This bibliographic database covers all British nursing and midwifery titles and other major English language journals. BNI covers a period from 1993 to the present day and contains more than 75,000 records (approximately 220 journals). Every year more than 9,000 records are added to the database.
The BNI database is the first database mounted in Leiden and offered via OCLC FirstSearch providing the potential for simultaneous searching with other databases. The authentication is taken care of by OCLC Inc. Additionally; OCLC Inc. will identify the holding information for each journal to provide end users with an ILL possibility.

User-fee: Y
Database number: DB=?

3.2.36 British Nursing Index (BNI) for Authorities

Name to be supplied in Service Request: BNI-A

Description:
The BNI database is an extensive UK nursing and midwifery index. This bibliographic database covers all British nursing and midwifery titles and other major English language journals. BNI covers a period from 1993 to the present day and contains more than 75,000 records (approximately 220 journals). Every year more than 9,000 records are added to the database.

The BNI database is the first database mounted in Leiden and offered via OCLC FirstSearch providing the potential for simultaneous searching with other databases. The authentication is taken care of by OCLC Inc. Additionally; OCLC Inc. will identify the holding information for each journal to provide end users with an ILL possibility.

User-fee: Y
Database number: DB=?

3.2.37 Wetenschappelijk Steun Functie (WSF)

Name to be supplied in Service Request: WSF

Description:
The WSF-catalogue contains the records and holdings of books, periodicals and other materials available in the 13 largest public libraries in The Netherlands.

User-fee: Y
Database number: DB=2.34

3.2.38 Nederlands Instituut voor Oorlogsdocumentatie (NIOD)

Name to be supplied in Service Request: NIOD
Description:

The NIOD library holds over 40,000 titles. This includes books, but also newspapers, magazines and brochures. A highlight of the collection is formed by publications that were illegally printed and distributed during the Second World War. Much of the collection is focused on The Netherlands and the Netherlands’ Indies during the German and Japanese occupations, but the periods before and after are increasingly prominent. The history of the persecution of the Jews and genocide are also a main focus of attention. The library is well endowed, of course with books about the Second World War in other countries.

User-fee: Y

Database number: DB=3.12